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Medieval Cross Slab Grave Covers in Northumberland,

2: Newcastle and South East Northumberland

Peter Ryder

INTRODUCTION lost stones was to re-draw them, to a standard
1:20 scale where dimensions were known. Even

Aprevious paper in this journal published so, the scale can only be approximate in some
slabs from the south-west of the county cases. This is not usually further noted in the
(Ryder 2000). The following article text or on the drawings. The text makes clear

covers the c. 270 slabs in the Bedlington, Mor- which drawings are based on old illustrations.
peth, Newcastle (Central, East and West) and As in the previous paper, the vast majority of
Tynemouth deaneries. A third article will com- the slabs included in this survey are cross slabs
plete the series with a study of carvings from proper, but a few allied monument types (e.g.
the deaneries of Alnwick, Bamburgh and Nor- slabs bearing emblems alone, or simple inscrip-
ham (c. 160 slabs); this will be accompanied by tions) are included. The majority are of ‘medi-
an analysis and discussion of the material, eval’ (i.e. late eleventh to sixteenth century
including the problems of dating and inter- date) but a few may be Pre-Conquest and one
pretation of the emblems used. or two post-medieval.

Unless otherwise stated, the slabs were meas- I should like to thank all who have helped
ured and drawn by the writer over the period with this survey, and in particular the incum-
1984–1999; most have been revisited within the bents who have cheerfully opened their
last two years or so, prior to the preparation of churches to me, and the other archaeologists
this article. The drawings are at a scale of 1:20, and members of the Society of Antiquaries of
except in the cases of a few small or intricate Newcastle who have assisted with providing
stones which demanded a larger scale, which is records of stones. The slabs at Tynemouth Pri-

ory were drawn as part of a project financed byindicated in the text and on the drawings.
English Heritage. (The Editors would also likeDimensioned preliminary sketches were pre-
to thank Tyne & Wear Museums Service forpared ‘on site’, and photographs sometimes
their co-operation in making available thetaken as an aid to preparing the final drawings.
drawing of slab no. 19 from the Castle at Newc-For reasons of accessibility and so on, it is
astle, and for their permission to reproduce it.)difficult to be sure of the precise scale of some

slabs; where this is the case, it is noted in the
text and on the drawings. List of slab-sites discussed in the present paper:

It is, inevitable that a number of slabs have
been ‘missed’, built into obscure or inaccessible Bedlington; Bolam; Bothal; Cambo; East
parts of church fabrics, half-buried in church- Shaftoe; Hartburn; Horton; Kirkharle;
yards, or residing on the rockeries of former Kirkhill (Hartington); Kirkwhelpington;
vicarages. In addition, there are a considerable Longbenton; Meldon; Mitford; Morpeth;
number of ‘lost’ slabs (particularly in Newc- Netherwitton; Newbiggin; Newcastle; New-
astle) recorded in the nineteenth century as minster Abbey; North Gosforth; Ponteland;
sketches and drawings of variable quality. It Stannington; Tynemouth; Whalton; Widdring-

ton; Woodhorn.was felt that the best method to handle these
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Fieldwork for this project has been supported by (3) Slab carrying a relief design on dark grey
sandstone, within raised border. Elabor-a grant from the Research Committee of the

Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle upon Tyne. ate cross-head with the outer leaves of
each terminal uniting to enclose heart-The Society has also funded the preparation of

the illustrations for printing, which was carried shaped ‘bracelets’ from which further
diagonal fleur-de-lys spring towards theout by Tony Liddell of the Newcastle University

Archaeological Practice, and completed for upper corners of the slab. Further fleur-
de-lys spring from the cross shaft andpublication by Mark Hoyle.
there is a sword on the r.; in addition
there appears to have been a belt wound
round the sword, but this part of the

CATALOGUE stone is badly damaged. On the l. side of
the slab is the beginning of an inscription

Note: in the following descriptions ‘right’ (r.) in Lombardic capitals:
and ‘left’ ( l.) are as seen by the spectator.

ORA : PRO. . .

A high-status slab of the late twelfth orBedlington (St Cuthbert)
early thirteenth century.

Slabs (1–3) are set upright against the walls at
the south-west corner of the nave, (1) and (2) (4) Lower half of a yellow sandstone slab
on the south and (3) on the west. A wall plaque now built into the west wall of the nave
nearby relates how the three stones were found to the north of the tower arch. Relief
on March 10th 1818, 5 feet below the surface, design. Broad cross shaft on stepped
in removing earth for the foundations of the base, with paired flowers or leaves on
north apse (an addition on the north of the long curved stems, as on several slabs at
nave, replaced by the present aisle in 1912). Newbiggin (see below). Key on l. of
The bases of (1) and (2), and the lower two- shaft and shears on r., indicative of a
thirds of (3), are partly hidden by heating pipes, woman’s grave. Probably fifteenth
the proximity of which appears to have caused century.
considerable flaking of the stone.

Slabs (5) and (6) are built into the south wall
of the baptistery, at the west end of the north(1) Slab carrying relief design on brown
aisle:sandstone within raised border. Bracelet

cross with trefoil terminals, fleur-de-lys
(5) Incised design on grey sandstone. Greekspringing from shaft and sword on

cross with cross bars and late-form fleur-r. Base missing. Probably early thir-
de-lys terminals; a rectangular emblem,teenth century.
perhaps a book or work-box, on the l. of
the shaft. Fourteenth or fifteenth

(2) Incised slab of brown sandstone. Simple century.
Latin cross with longer sword on r. A
trace of design at the top of the slab (6) Slab of buff sandstone with cross-head
looks like the upper terminal of a splay- carved in relief in sunk panel and
armed cross, mostly tooled away when remainder of design incised. Design a
the slab was re-cut with its present cruder and simpler variant of (3). Sword
design. A very simple slab and difficult on r. of shaft. ?Thirteenth century.
to date; Ryal (12) is a close parallel
(Ryder 2000, 74). Perhaps twelfth (7) Upper part of a small slab of coarse grey

sandstone now built into the internal sillcentury.
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of the small window at the east end of Incised ‘Early Geometric’ design (Butler
1964); splay-armed cross above a panelthe south wall of the nave. Incised design

except for sunken panels between arms with a saltire cross, below which the
cross shaft commences. The shaft isof cross head. Cross pate in circle,

tapering shaft. Roll-moulded edge. flanked by two further panels with saltire
crosses and then diagonal incised linesGood-quality workmanship, perhaps

later twelfth century. set chevron-fashion; the base is broken
away. Dated by Cramp (1984, 238, pl.
235) to the second half of the eleventhBolam (St Andrew) century.

Slabs (1)–(4) are now set in the floor of the
south-eastern chapel: (6) Large round-topped headstone or grave-

marker of medium-grained yellow sand-
stone, lying loose under the tower, with(1) Tapering slab of brown sandstone with
an incised splay-armed cross near-ident-relief design. Cross-head of four broken
ical to (5) on each face and a triple-rollcircles within a raised disc, between them
to the edge. The moulded edge is interes-is an incised straight-armed cross with
ting, and is reminiscent of the bizarrefleur-de-lys terminals. The cross shaft
series of headstones from Adel (now inrises from a stepped base; on the l. a
Leeds City Museum) which may be ofchalice and on the r. a clasped book.
the same period (Ryder 1991, 9). DatedPerhaps twelfth century.
by Cramp (1984, 237, pl. 233, 1319–21)
to the eleventh century.(2) Tapering slab of brown sandstone with

relief design. Straight-armed cross with
clustered trefoil terminals; unusually the (7) Tapering slab of fine-grained whitish

sandstone with incised design, set in thebase (partly broken away) seems to have
been formed by a slightly-smaller but recess of the blocked south doorway of

the south-east chapel; broad-shaftedvirtually identical cross. Sword with an
ogival pommel on the r. of the shaft, and cross with slightly-splayed arms. ?Late

eleventh or early twelfth century.three leaves on the l. Perhaps c.1300.

(3) Fragment of the head of a stone, appar- (8) Head of a slab of buff sandstone re-used
ently of pinkish limestone. This has been in the internal face of the south wall of
set into the floor as if part of the same the south-east chapel, c. 3m above the
slab as (4), with the cement between the floor. Cross pate with sunk panels
two pieces crudely and inaccurately between and within the arms; incised
incised as if to complete the design. The cross shaft with what looks like the loop
cross-head seems to have been a straight- of a pair of shears on the l. Some incised
armed cross with each arm dividing Y- lines above the cross-head hint that this
fashion as it meets an enclosing ring. might be a re-used slab. ?Twelfth
Perhaps thirteenth century. century.

(4) Fragment of buff sandstone. Incised (9) Upper part of orange sandstone slab
design; cross shaft with, on l., a shield now set in internal face of east wall of
with the three crescents of Ogle. Date south porch. Relief design, quite
uncertain. weathered, showing cross of four broken

circles, with fleur-de-lys terminals
between; shears on l. of shaft. Probably(5) Tapered slab of fine-grained buff sand-

stone lying loose under the tower. twelfth century.
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(10) Part of a small slab of buff sandstone, (3) Slab re-used as the internal lintel of the
easternmost of the fifteenth-century win-re-used in the internal face of the west

wall of the porch, at the south end, just dows in the south wall of the south aisle.
Incised design largely tooled away, but abelow the top. Incised cross shaft flanked

by chevrons. Another ‘Early Geometric’ cross shaft and the (?) transverse arms of
the head remain visible with quite latepiece (see Butler 1964). Late eleventh or

early twelfth century. fleur-de-lys terminals. Late fourteenth or
early fifteenth century.

(11) Part of a coped slab of yellow to buff
(4) Upper part of an incised slab set in thesandstone, with round-ended tegulae, set

rear north wall of the unusual muralin the centre of same wall as (10).
recess at the north east corner of theTwelfth century.
north aisle. Cross pate in circle, with
shears on l. of cross shaft. The shears(12) Small grey sandstone slab, re-used in
indicate a woman’s grave. Perhapsexternal face of east wall of south-east
twelfth century, although such a simplechapel, to north of head of window.
cross design may have remained in useLittle more than traces of an incised
for a long period.design remain. The cross-head seems to

have been enclosed in a circle, with a
(5) and (6) – not illustrated – are two otherpossible sword on the r. of the cross
incised slabs which have been re-used as theshaft. Date uncertain.
internal lintels of the western of the three fif-
teenth-century windows in the north wall of theBeneath the tower is a large tapered slab with
north aisle and the chancel low-side windowchamfered edges but no visible design.
respectively; both show only traces of a cross
shaft. The sill of the sedilia in the chancel,
chamfered on its lower edge, is said to beBothal (St Andrew)
another slab, re-used upside down.

Slabs (1) and (2) are now set in the floor at the
east end of the north aisle:

Cambo (Holy Trinity)
(1) Rectangular sandstone floor-stone cross Hodgson (1828, 282–83) records that when the

slab, flaking badly in parts, with incised foundations of the medieval chapel at Cambo
design. Simple cross with late form of were ‘raised’ in 1795, to provide material for
fleur-de-lys terminal and shields (badly the construction of a byre, a number of medi-
preserved, with no bearings now visible) eval grave covers were discovered. These were
above the transverse arm. Sword on r. of set upright into the walls of the byre, part of a
shaft, stepped calvary base. Probably of moulded capital from the arcade of the old
the late fifteenth or early sixteenth chapel being used as the base for each. In 1842
century. the present Holy Trinity Church was built a

little to the north-west of the site of the old
chapel, being enlarged in 1883 by the addition(2) Tapering sandstone slab with relief

design. Round-leaf bracelet cross-head of a vestry and west tower; the intact medieval
slabs, along with the old capitals, were re-set atwith rather clumsy leaf-like motifs at the

corners. Sword with multi-lobate pom- this time in the internal walls of the new parts
of the building.mel on r. of shaft; on l. two more broad

leaves. Unusual bulbous base, partly There are now eight slabs at Cambo,
although Hodgson (1828, 282–83), who illus-concealed by a radiator. Probably thir-

teenth century. trates most of them, implies that there were a
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number of others. In addition there is an inter- shaft. Illustrated by Boutell (1849, f.p.
81). Later thirteenth century.esting incised effigy; at first sight remarkably

well preserved but which was in fact re-cut in
the nineteenth century (Hodgson’s drawing (5) Smaller tapering slab with relief design
shows it in a much more weathered condition). on sandstone, broken and repaired set
This antiquarian zeal for restoration extended above door from tower into vestry.
to two of the cross slabs, (6) and (7), which Bracelet cross without buds, with disc at
appear to be copies rather than recuttings, pos- head centre; sword on l. of shaft and five
sibly of originals which broke on removal from discs on r.; stepped base. Illustrated
the byre walls. Cutts (1849, pl. LII*) illustrates (with some errors) by Boutell (1849, 83).
a slab from ‘Camboe Chapel’ which might be Late twelfth or early thirteenth century.
(1), omitting its emblem.

(6) Small tapering slab with incised sword
set in west wall of tower above (1). This(1) Tapering slab of fawn sandstone, carved
looks so fresh that it is difficult to see itin bold relief, set at north end of west
as a medieval piece; it may be a nine-wall of tower. Bracelet cross with trefoil
teenth-century copy of an original thatterminals rising from stepped base;
was broken.shears on l. of cross. Probably later thir-

teenth century.
(7) Tapering slab with bracelet cross head,

with large ogival buds, carved in relief in(2) Tapering slab of coarse sandstone, sunk circle, with shaft and stepped basecarved in quite high relief, set at west end incised. Now set at west end of northof north wall of tower. Bracelet cross wall of vestry. Like (6) this looks to be awith trefoil terminals and multi-lobed nineteenth-century piece, probably abuds, rising from stepped base. Sword copy of one of the slabs illustrated bywith lozenge-shaped pommel on r. Pro- Hodgson (1828, 283) although the detailbably later thirteenth century. of its head differs considerably from his
drawing. The original was probably of

(3) Tapering slab of coarse brown sand- late twelfth or thirteenth century date.
stone, with design carved in high relief,
set at east end of south wall of tower. (8) Head of a sandstone slab now built into
Bracelet cross with clustered trefoil ter- the external face of the west wall of
minals and a small quatrefoil at the head churchyard, close to end of wall on north
centre; sword with round pommel on r. of main gate. An interesting piece; the
of shaft, four leaves springing from the ‘bud’ of the upper terminal of an other-
l. side of the shaft and one on the r., wise conventional round-leaf head is
beneath the cross; the shaft ends in a here replaced by a five-petalled disc, and
fleur-de-lys. Illustrated by Boutell (1849, the design appears to be unfinished – the
facing 81). Probably later thirteenth cross head was clearly intended to be
century. carved in relief within a sunk circle, as

on (7), and parts of this have been
marked out but never cut away. Late(4) Tapering slab of brown sandstone
twelfth or early thirteenth century.carved in relief, set at east end of north

wall of vestry. Bracelet cross with trefoil
terminals, but without any buds; pet- (9) Hodgson (1828, 282) illustrates what

seems to have been a small free-standingalled rosette at head centre; the lower
terminal of the shaft is a fleur-de-lys. headstone, with a simple bracelet cross

on a tapering shaft; this seems to haveSword with lobed pommel on left of
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been lost. Later twelfth or thirteenth mullion (on the internal splay, facing
east) of the western of the two two-lightcentury.
windows in the north wall of the north

(10) The collection of unpublished C.C. aisle. Cross shaft with a cross-bar with
Hodges’ drawings in the Society’s Black pointed ends; perhaps part of a cross-
Gate Library (Hodges, n.d.) includes the head. Date uncertain.
slabs in Cambo church, and in addition
a stone bearing an incised pair of shears,

Horton (St Mary)stated to be re-used over a window open-
ing in the Post Office: (which is either a (1) Sandstone slab, 1.52m long by only
late tower or a sixteenth or seventeenth- 0.18m wide, now built into the external
century bastle); an attached note states face of the south wall of the nave of the
‘rubbed Oct. 30 1888’. This is no longer 1827 church, roughly in the centre and
in evidence, and has probably been plas- 2.5m above ground level. The slab bears
tered over. Date uncertain. a raised band containing the black-letter

inscription, carved in relief in sunk
East Shaftoe panels, ‘orate pro anima anne harbotyl

S I G’ followed by the incised date 1517.An important cross slab is now built into the Illustrated by Charlton (1848, facingwest wall of a farm building to the south-east 257). The NCH (Craster 1909, 275)of East Shaftoe Hall; it is said to have been refers to this as a ‘beam’ and implies thatbrought from the site of a medieval chapel some it relates to structural changes to thedistance to the west of the Hall, and has been in church at this period. Its illustration isits present position for at least a century. somewhat inaccurate. The character of
the inscription, and perhaps also the use(1) Slightly tapered slab of fawn sandstone,
of the shears, seems to imply that this iswith worn design carved in relief. This is
a sepulchral monument, although itsa double slab, with two full-length
form is most peculiar; coming right atcrosses, the l. one with a bracelet head
the end of the medieval period, it mayand the r., more heavily weathered,
relate to the occasional early post-medi-apparently of cross crosslet form. Both
eval coped grave markers such as one incrosses rise from trefoil arch bases. The
the churchyard at Yarm (Teesside) datedr. one has a shield, bearing three crosses
1647. (Illustration scale 1:10.)moline, overlying both the shaft and a

sword to the r.; the l. cross has a pair of
(2) Fragment of the head of a cross slab withshears on its r. side. There is a rather

incised design; four-circle cross-headsimilar slab at Chollerton (Ryder 2000,
with cross-bars, and also a cross-bar at59), where each cross is accompanied by
the head of the shaft. Illustrated by Cras-shield and the lady’s emblem is a book
ter (1909, 275) but its present location isor work-box rather than the more usual
unknown. Probably twelfth century.shears. Illustrated, not very accurately,

by Charlton (1848, facing 253) and Bou-
(3) Small slab, illustrated by Charltontell (1849, 88). The trefoil arch bases

(1848, facing 253), whose plate is alsowould suggest a date in the later thir-
reproduced by Cutts (1849, pl. LX ); ateenth century.
different engraving is given by Boutell
(1849, 95), The cross head is an eight-Hartburn (St Andrew)
petalled flower in a circle, the ‘shaft’
formed by an inverted pair of shears.(1) Part of a slab of fawn sandstone, bearing

an incised design, re-used as part of the Now lost. ?Thirteenth century.
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Kirkharle (St Wilfrid) panels in the head. The head, only about
a third of which survives, consisted of a

Nos. (1) and (2) stand against the internal face ring of eight round-leaf bracelets within
of the north wall of the sanctuary: a circular panel; the cross shaft, with a

sword on the r., rises from a trefoil-
(1) Intact slab of bluish-grey sandstone. arched base. Later thirteenth century.

Incised design, except for sunk panels in
head. The cross head is a variant on the (2) Part of the head of a sandstone slab;
familiar four-circle form, but with the round-leaf bracelet cross carved in high
cross set diagonally (cf Simonburn 3: relief, now very worn. Late twelfth or
Ryder 2000, 75). Two-stepped calvary thirteenth century.
base, and sword on r. of shaft. ?Later
twelfth century.

Kirkwhelpington (St Bartholomew)
(2) Upper part of a good-quality slab of A number of medieval cross slabs have been

brown sandstone carved in relief. The incorporated in the fabric. Unless stated all are
cross-head is an elaborate variant on a of sandstone, presumably of local origin.
bracelet form, with beaded cross-bands
and multi-lobed acanthus-like buds. (1) Part of the upper section of a slab now
Immediately below the cross-head there built into internal face of the east wall of
is a fragment of some centrally-set the south porch. Round-leaf bracelet
emblem, with what looks like the top of cross head carved in relief within a circu-
a chalice on the r. Late twelfth century. lar panel. Late twelfth century or early

thirteenth century.
Slabs (3) and (4) lie in the churchyard to the
south of the church: (2) Base of a slab now re-set with a number

of twelfth and thirteenth century archi-
(3) Small sandstone slab, set against the tectural fragments above the doorway in

churchyard wall, with a simple Greek the blocked tower arch. Relief design;
cross carved in relief; the lower end of cross shaft rising from semi-circular
the stone seems to have been cut to a mount, sword blade on r. ?Late twelfth
rough point. Date uncertain. century.

(4) Curious tapered sandstone slab bearing (3) Slab forming the internal lintel of the
no design other than a row of three central window on the north side of the
raised bosses. Date uncertain. nave. Incised design; sword on l; almost

triangular shield(?) to r.; no conven-
tional full-length cross. Date uncertain.Kirkhill (Hartington; NZ 024880)

Two slabs associated with a former chapel (4) Slab forming the internal sill of the cent-
(slight remains of which are incorporated in the ral window on the south side of the nave.
farmhouse) have been re-set in a garden wall a Roll-moulded border, irregular equal-
short distance south of the house; it is thought armed cross at head of stone, no
that they, together with some architectural emblem. So simple a design is difficult to
fragments, were placed in their present position date: perhaps twelfth century or even
during building works in 1931: earlier.

(5) Tapering slab, with chamfered edges,(1) Tapering slab of coarse-grained sand-
stone, its design incised except for sunk uncovered during the 1892 restoration,
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now forming the internal sill of the east- wall of sanctuary; splay-armed cross.
Late eleventh or early twelfth century.ern window on the south side of the

nave. The only motif is an incised chalice
at the head. Date uncertain. (2) Complete small slab of grey-fawn sand-

stone, built into internal face of north
(6) Slab now forming the internal lintel of wall of sanctuary; upper half of slab

the eastern window on the north side of carved in relief, lower incised. Splay-
the nave. Cross-head as on (1) and (7), armed cross with disc at centre on
rather badly laid out; incised sword on r. splayed shaft and simple base. Late elev-
of shaft. Late twelfth or early thirteenth enth or early twelfth century, or possibly
century. earlier.

(7) Head of a slab now built into the internal
Meldon (St John)face of the north wall of the nave imme-

diately above the internal lintel of west- (1) Tapered slab of brown sandstone,
ernmost window. Round-leaf bracelet shaped to a shallow point at its lower
cross, carved in relief, within a sunk end, with traces of incised design, now in
circle, as on (1) and (6). Late twelfth or the churchyard c. 4m south-east of the
thirteenth century. south door of the church. Bracelet cross

with trefoil terminals, two-step base.
(8) Complete floor-stone, set near the south- Thirteenth century.

west corner of the chancel, of poor qual-
ity dark limestone. Simple incised Greek (2) Headstone at the head of (1). Upright
cross with slightly expanded terminals slab cut to cruciform shape, without any
and three-step calvary base, flanked by carved design. Date uncertain.
inscription:

ROBERT WIDDRINGTON Mitford (St Mary Magdalene)
ANNO DOMIN 1632 EIATISSVE 46

(1) Slab of fine-grained whitish sandstone,ORA PRO ANIMAM EIVS
kept inside the church, whose ‘head’ end
is broken away, bearing a single centralDespite its date, both design and inscrip-
line of incised Lombardic capitals; thetion are still in the Pre-Reformation tra-
legible section appears to read:dition. There is a very similar slab to
‘. . .CEROY. . .’. One side of the slab hasHenry Widdrington (1637) in Choller-
a roll moulding on its lower angle, prob-ton Church.
ably the result of re-use in some architec-
tural context, e.g. as the lintel of a(9) Three pieces of a slab found at the 1892
doorway or window.restoration but now lost. A drawing by

Hicks (1894, facing 48) marked ‘sketch
The slab is a member of a fairly special-of grave cover. no scale’ shows a coped
ised type of medieval grave cover, usu-slab bearing an incised cross shaft with
ally seen in the context of monasticsword blade to r., head and base missing.
cemeteries, in which the conventionalDate uncertain. (Illustration size and
cross and emblems are absent, and thescale uncertain.)
only motif is the name of the deceased
person. There are a number of goodLongbenton (St Bartholomew)
examples at Hexham Priory (Cambridge
and Williams 1995, 115–26) but the style(1) Slab, with incised design on fawn sand-

stone, built into internal face of south and execution of the lettering on the
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Mitford slab are most closely paralleled (4) Slab, without accompanying headstone
or footstone, with chevron pattern on itsby the Cecilia Haybun slab at Blanch-

land, St Mary the Virgin (Blanchland broad chamfered edges and a similar
pattern flanking a central shaft. NotAbbey) (Ryder 2000, 55). ?Thirteenth or

fourteenth century. shown clearly enough in Honeyman
(1955, pl. XI, no. 10) to allow illustra-
tion here.

Mitford Castle

(5) Slab, set close to (1/2) with alternat-In 1938 and 1939 excavations within the Castle
ingly-sunk chevrons flanking a raiseduncovered a graveyard, with several early medi-
shaft. The photograph (Honeymaneval monuments in situ; they were briefly
1955, pl. XI, no. 7) suggests that thisdescribed by Honeyman (1955, 32–33): ‘Some
extended the full length of the stone,were mere stone boxes, little less rude than pre-
without a conventional cross head; thehistoric ‘cists’, but most were protected by a
stone is not shown clearly enough toheadstone, a foot-stone, and a long heavy slab,
allow illustration here. Low head- andsometimes plain, sometimes carved, tightly fit-
foot-stone, probably plain.ted between them’. The graveyard pre-dated

the various buildings in the area, including the
remains of the twelfth-century chapel. The (6) Slab with an incised cross with slightly-
photographs accompanying Honeyman’s art- splayed arms, apparently dividing at the
icle show five different carved slabs, all of which ends. Honeyman (1955, pl. XI, no. 7)
are in the ‘Early Geometric’ style (Butler 1964) shows it alongside nos. (1/2) but his
and most date to the late eleventh or early illustration is not clear enough for illus-
twelfth century: tration here.

(1) & (2) Slab with both head- and foot-stone In the succeeding war years the site was van-
(Honeyman 1955, pl. XI, nos. 7 and 9). dalised and some of the stones thrown down
The foot-stone (1), with a small incised into the disused quarry alongside; a search here
cross, remains in situ – the only monu- might be worthwhile.
ment now visible on the site. The main
slab (2) has a splay-armed cross within a
circle, with sunk panels between the Morpeth (St Mary)
arms and at the head centre; chevrons,

(1) Slab now forming the internal lintel ofalternatingly sunk, flank the cross shaft.
the west window of the south aisle.This slab was recorded in 1985 when it
Incised design. Four-circle or braceletlay outside the north wall of the chancel
cross head ( largely concealed) with largeof the parish church; it has since disap-
disc on shaft just below; shears on l. ofpeared and enquiry suggests it may have
shaft. Late twelfth or early thirteenthbeen buried when the churchyard was
century. (Size and illustration scale‘tidied up’.
approximate.)

(3) Slab, perhaps lacking its base, shown
stood upright (Honeyman 1955, pl. XI, (2) Slab now forming internal sill of west

window of tower. Roughly-incisedno. 11). Simple cross in a rough circle,
with sunk panels between its arms; cross design; cross with disc-ended terminals,

and disc on shaft; sword with unusuallyshaft flanked by incised chevron pattern.
Drawn here from photograph. (Size and short square-ended quillons on l. of

shaft. ?Twelfth century.illustration scale uncertain.)
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(3) Small slab lying loose in south porch. (5) Fragmentary sandstone slab, now very
worn, with incised decoration, set in theIncised design of cross with simple dis-

coidal terminals and a similar disc external face of the north wall of the
nave, below the sill of the eastern three-almost at the foot of the shaft, which

seems to end in a point below it. Shears light window. The only visible ornament
is a cross shaft. Date uncertain.on l. of shaft and belt-buckle on

r. ?Twelfth century.

Newbiggin (St Bartholomew)
Netherwitton (St Giles) St Bartholomew’s Church has one of the most

important collections of cross slabs in the(1) Large floor-stone slab of fine-grained
county, mostly re-set during the 1913 restora-buff sandstone, now set upright in the
tion when the north aisle, demolished ininternal face of the north wall of the
antiquity, was reinstated: Many of the slabs arechancel. Incised design, except for shield
of late twelfth or thirteenth-century date; sev-with bearings, carved in relief, set over
eral show signs of post-medieval re-use.the upper part of the cross shaft. The

cross has straight arms and stylised fleur-
(1) Fine-grained buff sandstone with relief-de-lys terminals; the lower part of the

carved design and incised-line decora-shaft, below the shield, forms in effect a
tion – the southern of the two slabs atsecond cross, with similar terminals; the
the east end of the aisle. Elaborate vari-mount at the base has rounded steps. A
ant on bracelet cross with additionalrare example in Northumberland of a
fleur-de-lys terminals springing fromcross slab type commoner in South
bracelets and petalled rosette at centre.Yorkshire and the North Midlands. Fif-
Further fleur-de-lys on long curvedteenth or even early sixteenth century.
stalks spring from the shaft, the upper-
most pair curving to enclose a key on the

(2) Tapered slab of coarse-grained brown r. and a pair of shears on the l. Illustrated
sandstone lying loose in sanctuary. by Boutell (1849, facing 91). ?Late
Incised design. Cross with fleur-de-lys twelfth century.
terminals within a circle, rising from a
stepped base. Possible hints of an (2) Relief-carved slab of coarser brown
emblem, perhaps a sword, on the sandstone, the cross slightly less elabor-
r. Twelfth or thirteenth century. ate than on (1) but here acanthus leaves

are carved all round the edge of the
(3) Fragmentary sandstone slab built (along stone. Further foliage springs from the

with two chevron voussoirs) into shaft and within the ogee-arched base;
internal face of east wall of vestry, above on the l. of the shaft are shears and a
the window. Bracelet cross head pair of keys. Cutts (1849, pl. XLII ) illus-
enclosed in circle, with sunk panels and trated this stone, taking his plate from
incised line decoration on base. Prob- Charlton (1848, facing. 253). Boutell
ably late twelfth century. (1849, 91) shows only its emblems. ?Late

twelfth century.
(4) Slab with incised design on sandstone,

Slabs (3)–(8) are re-set, east to west, along thevery worn, built into external face of
internal face of the north wall of the aisle:west wall 0.5m above ground, north of

centre. Cross shaft and a curved line,
perhaps part of a cross-head. Date (3) Simple slab of yellowish sandstone, its

only design a large sunk panel withinuncertain.
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which a chalice is carved in relief. Date on its l.; insufficient remains of the r. side
of the slab to ascertain whether thereuncertain.
was any emblem. The fleur-de-lys forms
rather suggests a late (?fifteenth century)(4) Relief-carved slab of medium-grained
date.sandstone. The cross-head, a bracelet-

derivative form, looks authentic (?late
twelfth century), but the shaft now ends (10) Fragment of the head of an incised slab
in a stepped base half way down the of buff sandstone, built into the internal
stone with, below it, a much worn early- recess of the blocked lancet at the east
nineteenth century inscription. Two end of the south wall of the nave. Cross
small incised crosses flanking the main with open bracelets between the arms,
one may also be secondary. This is prob- inside a ring. The outer edge of the stone
ably a genuine medieval slab, incised in seems to have been cut to a series of
its original form and then re-cut as a facets; was this a headstone? ?Late
relief design in the nineteenth century. twelfth or thirteenth century.

(5) Relief-carved slab of medium-grained (11) Slab at rear of sedilia in chancel with
sandstone. Bracelet cross with trefoil ter- worn incised design on sandstone.
minals rising from stepped base, with Cross-head of four lenticular segments
shears on l. Incised inscription of 1845. within a circle The shaft is divided in an
Thirteenth century. odd way; possibly by the blades of an

overlying pair of shears. ?Twelfth
century.(6) Relief-carved slab of coarse brown sand-

stone. The cross-head is formed by a
circle of eight intersecting rings; sword (12) Stone set, when seen in 1984, in the recess
on r. and what looks like an open book of the blocked tower doorway which has
on l. Stepped base. Illustrated by Boutell since been re-opened. Present where-
(1849, 93). ?Late twelfth century. abouts unknown. Decoration consists of

a cluster of three trefoils carved in relief
within a sunk circle. ?Thirteenth century.(7) Slab with relief design on medium-

grained darker brown sandstone within
a raised border; bracelet cross, with big (13) Small slab set in internal face of south
fleshy acanthus leaves and fleur-de-lys wall of south porch, west of the door.
springing from the shaft, and a trefoil Very badly worn relief design on coarse
arch base. Shears on l. of shaft. ?Late fawn sandstone. Probable round-leaf
twelfth century. bracelet cross-head, with the odd feature

of a raised boss at the centre; faint traces
of shears on l. of shaft. This is the slab(8) Slab with largely-incised design on

medium-grained brown sandstone. shown by Blair (n.d., II, 214) and also in
a drawing in The British ArchitectBracelet cross with petalled rosette at

centre, stepped base, and a good sword October 24th 1879 as having the unusual
feature of an inverted human head at thewith a lobed pommel on the r. Late

twelfth or thirteenth century. base of the shaft. Late twelfth or thir-
teenth century.

(9) Part of a double slab, set in the west wall
of the north aisle. Incised design on (14) Small slab of coarse yellowish sand-

stone, not quite so badly worn as (13),coarse-grained sandstone; crosses with
fleur-de-lys terminals, the leaves swept set to east of door. Cross with multi-

lobed terminals within a ring; sword onup at the tips. The l. cross has a sword
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r. of shaft; stepped base. ?Twelfth cross; the panels within the bracelets are
sunk. Set in internal face of north wall ofcentury.
vestry. Late twelfth or thirteenth

(15) Slab of purplish medium-grained sand- century.
stone, lacking its base, set in internal face
of east wall of porch, under window. (21) Small slab of coarse-grained brown
Bracelet cross with incised line decora- sandstone, set alongside (20). Incised
tion and cross bands, with shears on l. of design; rather unusual cross with fleur-
shaft; a roughly-sunk panel cutting away de-lys terminals of a sort, stepped base
the shaft may relate to a later brass plate. and sword on r. Possibly twelfth century.
?Late twelfth century.

(22) and (23) are built into the internal face of(16) Upper part of a slab on west wall of
the north wall of the nave, above the secondporch. Relief design, on a fine-grained
pier from the west end of the arcade:greyish stone. An unusual cross-head

with fleur-de-lys with tightly-curved
(22) Fragment of one side of a slab, with aleaves, and further looped motifs with

combination of chevrons and lobedfleur-de-lys between the arms; that on
leaves that would have flanked a crossthe lower l. is skewed to allow for the
shaft. The design lies somewherepommel of a sword. On the lower edge
between the simple ‘Early Geometric’of the stone, on the far r., are the begin-
chevrons of Woodhorn (15) and thenings of some further motif. Twelfth
acanthus leaf pattern bordering slab (2).century.
Twelfth century.

(17) Coped double slab that, until recently,
lay outside the east wall of the porch, (23) Fragment, smaller than, but very similar
but has recently been built into the to, (22) and perhaps from the same slab.
internal face of the west wall. Relief
carved design on yellow sandstone. Each
sloping face has a full-length bracelet THE CITY OF NEWCASTLE
cross, with discs on the shaft just below
the head and stepped bases. The l. cross A considerable number of cross slabs, including
has three pairs of fleur-de-lys springing quite a number now lost have been recorded
from the shaft, the r. cross is accompan- from sites within the City of Newcastle. Slabs,
ied by a pair of shears on the r. side. whether extant or lost, are listed under their
Thirteenth century. original location, where this is known. Manu-

script records and drawings of most of the slabs(18) Small incised slab of grey sandstone with are in the Library of the Society of Antiquariessimple straight-armed cross and sword of Newcastle upon Tyne in Hodges (n.d.) andon r. Built into the external face of the Scrapbook (n.d.).east end of the chancel, at the north end
of the wall 1.5m above the ground. Date
uncertain. Newcastle (Blackfriars)

(1) Slab base now amongst various architec-(19) Small slab of coarse-grained sandstone
tural and sculptural fragments set in awith incised sword or dagger, set 0.5m
recess on the east side of the passage thatabove (18). Date uncertain.
runs through the east end of the south
range. The arched mount and cross shaft(20) Upper part of slab of light buff fine-

grained sandstone with simple bracelet are carved in relief; on the mount is an
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incised design including a pair of down- wide, 0.10m thick. No carved design (not
illustrated).ward-pointing fleur-de-lys. On the l. the

tip of an incised sword. ?Thirteenth or
(5) Footstone (’east stone’ to (245)). 0.45mfourteenth century.

high by 0.44m wide by 0.07m thick. Per-
haps just the stump of a taller stone; atNewcastle (Castle)
its top is what appears to be the base of

Archaeological excavations around and to the a broad sunk panel. No other design
north of the keep in the 1981 and the early (not illustrated).
1990s (as yet not fully published) revealed an
early cemetery, with a number of monuments (6) Tapering slab (264), originally 1.18m
surviving in situ. The graveyard is thought to long tapering from 0.36m to 0.3 m, the
have been in existence from the early eighth middle section missing. All four edges
century, with large-scale usage ceasing after the are chamfered, but there is no carved
construction of the stone castle in 1168 (pers. decoration (not illustrated).
comm. M. Snape); the interments are thought

(7) Slab (265) of slightly coped section, withto date from c. 1100. Nos. (1) and (2) are
chamfered edges to the long sides.described and illustrated by Cramp (1984,

244–5). Most of the monuments are very
(8) Headstone to slab (265). Perhaps of dis-simple, with the notable exception of (19). The

coidal form with its upper part cut ordrawings of those illustrated here have been
broken away. Incised lines, one uprightprepared from basic scale-drawings provided
and two cross bars.by the City of Newcastle, whose code numbers

are given in brackets. Nos. 1–18 were found in
(9) Slab (266). 0.68m long, tapering from1981. All the monuments appear to be of local

0.28m to 0.25 m, and 0.23m thick. Allsandstone.
four edges are chamfered but there is no
carved design (not illustrated).(1) Roman or Saxon millstone (315), re-

used first as a round-headed grave
(10) Headstone to (267). Sunk panels onmarker (bearing a splay-armed cross

either side of a raised central shaft; per-with sunk panels between the arms) and
haps the lower part of a full-length slabthen as a recumbent slab. Now stored in
re-used as a headstone.the Joint Museum of Antiquities. Late

eleventh century.
(11) Footstone to slab (267), 0.30m long,

tapering from 0.42m to 0.37 m., and(2) Tapered slab of unusual section (267)
0.1 m thick. Chamfered edges to longwith two low convexities on either side
sides, no carved design. Possibly a cut-of a taller but also rounded central ridge,
down piece of a larger slab (notset between rough head-and-foot-
illustrated).stones. Now stored in the Joint Museum

of Antiquities. Late eleventh to mid-
(12) Slab 0.32m long and 0.25m wide, withtwelfth century.

one roughly semicircular end; 0.20m
(3) Plain slab (245), 1.46m long and c. thick. No carved design (not illustrated).

0.46m wide, 0.11m thick, broken into
Slabs (13)–(17) had been re-used in the con-two pieces. The long sides are cham-
struction of a stone cist:fered; no carved design (not illustrated).

(4) Headstone (‘west stone’ to (245)). (13) Slab (326b) 0.78m long and 0.48m at its
widest; 0.07m thick. One end shaped toIrregular stone, 0.45m high and 0.55m
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a neat semicircle, the other broken. main illustration for this slab was drawn
for the original excavators by CarolineChamfered edge to the curving top, but

no other design (not illustrated). Jamfrey. The section was drawn by the
author. Illustration scale 1:4.)

(14) Section of a slab (326b), in three pieces,
with one chamfered edge and an incised (20) Small plain recumbent slab of barrel-
chevron-like pattern. shaped section, now on display within

the Castle Keep (not illustrated).
(15) Slab (326c), cracked into three pieces,

0.40m long/high and 0.48m wide, by
(21) Lower part of a slab 0.79m long, 0.48m0.06m thick. Semicircular end (cf (12))

wide at its (broken top) tapering towith an edge chamfer in parts (not
0.41m at the base; plain except for a roll-illustrated).
moulded edge. At the time of survey
stored at Jesmond Cemetery (not(16) Part of a tapering slab (326d), 0.20m
illustrated).long, tapering from 0.40m to 0.38m

wide, 0.10m deep. Incised pattern of
A number of other slabs found at the Castle inintersecting lines. Part of a simple ‘Early
1990, all plain, are also at Jesmond Cemetery.Geometric’ design (see Butler 1964).

(17) Section of a slab (347a) with incised lines
Newcastle (Holy Jesus Hospital )forming a triangle, presumably part of a

simple ‘Early Geometric’ design (see This stands on the site of, and incorporates
Butler 1964). some remains of, the medieval Austin Friary.

The two slabs were found in archaeological
(18) Section of a slab (347b) with one cham- excavations in c. 1970:

fered edge, and a pair of intersecting
incised lines; possibly another part of

(1) Complete slab of fawn sandstone(15).
(cracked) now set on plinth in the base
of the Tower of the Manors. WornDiscovered in 1990 (as yet unpublished) were:
incised design. Elegant cross-head with
naturalistic leaves, very like Newcastle,(19) Small tapered slab with a central ridge
St Mary’s Hospital (3), rising from aof rounded section, carved with a profu-
stepped and splayed base; to the l. of thesion of ‘Early Geometric’ ornament (see
shaft are faint traces of a pair of shears.Butler 1964). On the r. side is a basket-
Late thirteenth or early fourteenthwork pattern of interlacing bands with
century.loops around their intersections, and on

the l. swirls and small cruciform discs.
At the head, on either side of the ridge, (2) Slab, cracked into three pieces, of brown

sandstone. Incised design of round-leafare a pair of stylised cross heads formed
by different combinations of interlacing bracelet cross with long pointed buds

and cross-bands extended to form arings. This is quite a spectacular monu-
ment. With its two crosses it may be a ‘box’ around the head centre, rising from

a semicircular-arched mount; on the r. aprecursor of the ‘double slab’ type (cf
East Shaftoe and Newbiggin). This is sword with an ogival pommel and an

unusual oblique point. Currently in storeprobably the best piece of its type in the
county. At the time of writing it is on at Jesmond Cemetery Late twelfth or

thirteenth century.display within the Castle Keep. (The
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Newcastle (St Andrew’s Church) (6) Upper part of sandstone slab, now in
Joint Museum of Antiquities collection,

(1) Incised sandstone slab, set in the floor of ascribed to St Andrews Church in
Trinity Chapel, against the north wall. Hodges’ notebook (Hodges n.d.).
The simple cross has terminals with shar- Incised design except for elegant cross
ply angular ‘buds’ between short roun- head carved in relief within a sunk circle.
ded ‘leaves’; semicircular arch base. Straight-armed cross with incised line
Mason’s (or carpenter’s?) square behind decoration, clustered fleur-de-lys ter-
and to l. of shaft. Thirteenth century? minals and petalled rosettes between

arms; sword on r. of shaft. Probably
(2) Sandstone slab with incised design set in later thirteenth century.

the chancel floor, north of centre. Dec-
oration consists of a hammer and three (7) Upper part of sandstone slab. Round-
horseshoes with, below them, a black leaf bracelet cross head, carved in relief
letter inscription, now partly eroded. A within sunk circle; and chalice carved in
drawing in Hodges’ notebook (Hodges relief within rectangular panel on shaft
n.d.) shows this in better condition and below; the remainder of design incised
the inscription reading: including a circular disc (paten?). Above

and to r. of chalice, part of hand with
Orate pro first two fingers raised in a gesture of
aia thome blessing. Recorded by Hodges (n.d.) and
lygatton illustrated by both Cutts (1849, pl. LVI)

and Boutell (1849, 58). Now in Joint
Probably fifteenth or early sixteenth Museum of Antiquities collection. Late
century. twelfth or early thirteenth century.

(3) Small sandstone slab, lacking its head, (8) Small sandstone slab with incised design.
set in the chancel floor, north of centre, Round-leaf bracelet cross rising from
immediately west of (2) and opposite the stepped base, sword on r. Recorded in
priest’s door; incised design. Cross rising Hodges (n.d.). Now in Joint Museum of
from stepped base, sword on r. An 1890 Antiquities collection. Late twelfth or
sketch (Blair n.d., VII, 80) shows it in thirteenth century.
present condition. Date uncertain.

Slabs (7)–(28) are recorded as a series of pencil
(4) Sandstone slab with cross whose head is drawings, mostly dated ‘Oct. 15 1844’ collected

made up of a ring of six (or eight?) by Hodges (n.d.), but (9)–(28) are now lost.
bracelets, with multi-lobed terminals, The drawings here are taken from tracings of
carved in relief within a sunk circle. Re- these originals (most of which are good-quality
used as a roof slab at the head of the drawings with some dimensions appended),
rood loft stair on the north of the chancel reduced to a standard scale. The majority of
arch. Thirteenth century? (Size and these stones were probably retrieved when the
illustration scale approximate.) south transept of the church was rebuilt at this

date, as Charlton (1848, 254) specifically states
was the case with (6):(5) Part of a sandstone slab, re-used as head

of narrow window immediately west of
the door near the west end of the north (9) Part of slab with incised design. Cross

rising from trefoiled mount; hammer onwall of the north aisle; Incised design of
cross shaft with pair of shears to l. Date l., blade of sword on r. ?Thirteenth

centuryuncertain.
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(10) Part of cross-head; incised design of circle. No dimensions given. Thirteenth
century.simple cross with trefoil terminals,

rather like (1). Thirteenth century.
(20) Complete small incised slab; cross with

(11) Small slab, with similar cross to (10) fleur-de-lys terminals and triangular
rising from semicircular mount; faint mount; sword on r. and knife on
traces of emblems on either side, that on l. Illustrated, labelled ‘Castle Chapel,
r. a sword. Thirteenth century. Newcastle’ by Boutell (1849, 892). Thir-

teenth or fourteenth century.
(12) Fragment with incised design. Cross

shaft and ?sword blade. (No dimensions (21) Lower part of incised slab with cross
given, so scale of drawing unknown). shaft and semicircular arched mount.
Date uncertain. Date uncertain.

(13) Head of a slab with an incised bracelet (22) Part of slab with a large pair of shears.
cross, largely cut away by a later tre- Date uncertain.
foiled ogee-arched recess. Hodges’
appended note reads: ‘this slab has been (23) Lower part of slab with cross shaft and
made into the arch of the piscina in the semicircular mount. Date uncertain.
south transept’. Late twelfth or thir-
teenth century.

(24) Fragment with incised cross shaft,
stepped base, and blade of sword. Date(14) Part of incised slab. Round-leaf bracelet
uncertain.cross with ‘box’ enclosing head centre;

sword on r. of shaft and the handle of a
(25) Incised slab, lacking its head; cross shaftknife on the l. Late twelfth or early thir-

and semicircular arched base. Dateteenth century.
uncertain.

(15) Small tapered slab with splay-armed
(26) Two fragments of incised slab. Eight-cross rising from a single step base;

terminal ring head with pointed budsHodges notes ‘very rude’. Eleventh or
and round leaves (cf (18)), in a circle;twelfth century.
sword on r. of shaft. Thirteenth century.

(16) Part of a slab with an incised cross shaft
(27) Slab, recorded by Hodges (n.d.) in anand stepped base; the drawing suggests

ink drawing at unknown scale, as fromthat it was re-used as a sill or lintel. Date
St Andrews. Bracelet cross with crossuncertain.
bands, rising from semicircular-arched
base. Late twelfth or early thirteenth(17) Fragment of incised slab; cross head;
century.cross botonee with quatrefoil at centre

and trefoil terminals. No dimensions
given. Thirteenth century. (28) Incised slab, lacking its base, recorded in

a tracing by Hodges (n.d.) and labelled
(18) Part of incised slab. Cross with eight- ‘St Andrew’s’. Eight-terminal ring head

terminal round-leaf ring head in circle; in circle, as on (19) and (26); sword on
sword on r. of shaft. Thirteenth century. r. of shaft and knife on l. Either (19) or

(26) could have been this slab in a more
damaged state. Scale unknown. Thir-(19) Fragment of incised slab. Eight-armed

cross-head with fleur-de-lys terminals in teenth century.
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Newcastle (St John’s Church) (7) Upper part of slab. Head of cross,
incised except for sunk panels at centre.

There do not appear to be any extant slabs at Eight-terminal ring head with trefoil ter-
the church today. Slabs (1)–(7) are from the minals within circle. Hodges drawing is
Hodges notebook (Hodges n.d.). (The size and labelled ‘St Johns WHDL’. On the basis
illustration scale of slabs (2)–(7) are only of some of his other drawings, the man-
approximate.) ner in which Hodges draws this stone

suggests that he may be reconstructing(1) Two pieces of a slab with a roll-moulded the whole upper part of the slab from aedge and a central sword rather than a smaller fragment. Fourteenth century.cross, between two lines of inscription
which Hodges shows as: (8) Slab now at Whitburn (County Dur-

ham). A slab now lying in the garden of+ QVID : VS : CO. . .RVIIS:
Whitburn House, shown to me in 1986QOSV. . .EMTOME. . .
by the owners (Dr & Mrs Thubron) is
thought to have been brought in theNow in the Joint Museum of Antiquities
1860s, along with other stonework andcollection. Illustrated by Boutell (1849,
architectural features, from St John’s84). Date uncertain, perhaps later
Church. It consists of the upper part oftwelfth or thirteenth century.
a tapered slab, with an incised design.
Cross with terminals formed by pairs of(2) Fragment of a coped and tegulated slab,
multi-lobate leaves, with two pairs ofof very similar form to Bolam (11).
similar leaves springing from the crossProbably twelfth century.
shaft. The leaf forms have some affinities
with Newcastle, St Nicholas (19). The(3) Head of incised slab; simple cross with
slab has been published before (Rydertrefoil terminals. Hodges drawing is
1994, 50–51), and is included here forlabelled ‘Dr Charltons MS p. 243’. Thir-
convenience. Probably c. 1300.teenth century.

In addition, the Hodges’ notebook (Hodges(4) Head of small slab with hollow-cham-
n.d.) includes a drawing of two pieces of thefered edges. Very simple eight-armed
upper part of a slab with an incised design ofcross head with what may be the start of
an eight-armed cross with trefoil terminals,a wide cross shaft below, with a loop
within a circle; on l. of shaft is a chalice, with(top of a key or pair of shears?) on the
host above, labelled ‘St Johns WHDL’. Thisr. Date uncertain, possibly thirteenth
however seems almost certain to be the samecentury.
slab as Newcastle, St Mary the Virgin Hospital
(9).(5) Fragment of the l. side of a slab with a

pair of shears, and a chamfered edge.
Hodges drawing is labelled ‘Dr C p. 245’. Newcastle (St Mary the Virgin Hospital )
Date uncertain.

Quite a number of grave covers and other
remains were retrieved from this site at various(6) Incised slab; simple cross with circle

round head, and trefoiled mount; shears dates in the nineteenth century, many when the
Hospital Chapel, which housed the Royalon l. of shaft. An ink and wash drawing

of this slab, unlabelled, is found in a Grammar School from c. 1600, was demolished
in 1844. Six slabs were described and illustratedscrapbook (MS R An 65) in the Library

of the Society of Antiquaries of Newc- by Knowles (1892); his numbering for these is
followed here. Rather more detailed drawingsastle. ?Twelfth century.
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of the same slabs are to be found in the Hodges with triple turrets; below and on the l. is
a sword. A rubbing of the slab appearsnotebook (Hodges n.d.), along with drawings

of nos. (7) and (8) which he also ascribed to in Edleston (1939, 124) when it was ‘in
the Castle Chapel’. Present locationthe Hospital site. Slabs (1)–(5), (7) and (8) are

now in the Joint Museum of Antiquities unknown. Probably fifteenth century.
collection.

(7) Large fragment of an incised slab of grey
(1) Incised sandstone slab, in two pieces. limestone, lacking its head and base.

Simple cross with circle around head, Cross shaft with lobed knop and Lom-
rising from trefoil-arched base; sword on bardic marginal inscription:
r. and knife on l. ?Twelfth century.

. . .ORD : HIC : QVI : SC. . .
(2) Upper part of incised sandstone slab. . . .VIT : ETDOCTO. . .

Cross with trefoil terminals, with paten
and chalice on shaft, with host to r. Cutts ?Fourteenth century.
(1849, pl. XI ) illustrates this as from
‘Newcastle, St Morcas’; his contempor- (8) Fragment of sandstone slab with relief-
ary Boutell (1849, 58) also illustrates it, carved cross shaft largely cut away.
but locates it correctly. Some sketches Incised sword on r. and Lombardic
show a lower section of this slab, simply inscription on l:
bearing a further length of cross shaft,
but this is now lost. Thirteenth century. HIC : IACET :. . .

. . .EMINGA. . .(3) Complete incised sandstone slab. Eleg-
ant cross with naturalistic leaves as ter- Fourteenth century?minals and inturned between arms (cf
Holy Jesus Hospital (1)). The stepped The remaining slabs are all now ‘lost’. Some-base appears to have been re-cut and an what confusingly, several rather differing draw-emblem (a pastoral staff ?) on the l. of ings exist of slabs (9) and (10). The best, fromthe shaft has been largely tooled away, which the drawings here are taken, are insuggesting that the slab has been re-used. Hodges (n.d.). The Local Historians Table BookThis slab was found in 1890 beneath the

(Historical) IV, 401, relates that these slabspavement immediately south of the were found in the autumn of 1837 ‘buriedStephenson monument ( Knowles 1892). among the loose earth and rubbish on theLater thirteenth century. ground floor of the northern extremity of the
western side of the quadrangle of the Hospital(4) Large incised sandstone slab, lacking
of the Blessed Virgin’, and prints small draw-parts of its head and base. The cross-
ings of the two. In a Society of Antiquaries ofhead is a simpler variant of (3). Cusped
Newcastle Library Scrapbook (MS R. An. 65,ogee arch base and shears on l. of shaft.
36–38) are drawings by John Bell of what seemLate thirteenth or early fourteenth
to be the same slabs (no. (9) in two separatecentury.
parts) noted as being found ‘in the pavement of
a cellar in the House of the Headmaster of the(5) Incised slab in two pieces. Simple cross
Royal Grammar School, Spital’. No. (10)with fleur-de-lys terminals and stepped
differs in having a rather peculiar emblem, pos-base; chalice on r. of shaft. Fourteenth
sibly a pair of shears, shown on the l. rathercentury.
than the r. of the shaft. The Hodges’ notebook
(Hodges n.d.) has a drawing of what seems(6) Small slab without a cross. At the top is

a shield, with a bend between two castles almost certain to be part of the head of (9)
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under ‘St John’s Church’; then separately, how- taken on 30 March 1844, is in the Society
of Antiquaries Scrapbook (MS R. An.ever, he shows the lower part of (9), as parallel

sided rather than tapered, and (10) without any 65, 61). Fourteenth or fifteenth century.
emblem at all (although there is a note ‘all much
worn’). In 1882 Blair (n.d., III, 133) sketched In the Hodges’ collection (Hodges n.d.) is a
the broken head of (9) labelling it ‘Old Castle’. drawing of a second very similar cross, which

might be a separate stone, but could alternat-
(9) Slab, in several pieces with incised ively simply be the artist reconstructing (14)

design. Eight-armed cross with fleur-de- into a full cross head.
lys terminals, in a circle, rising from
trefoil-arched base; chalice with host (15) Complete tapered slab, cracked into two
above on l. of shaft and clasped book on pieces, plain except for a roll moulding
r. Later thirteenth century. on the edge. (Size and illustration scale

uncertain.)
(10) Lower part of incised slab with incised

design. Cross shaft rising from trefoil- Newcastle (St Nicholas’ Cathedral )arched base; pair of shears, set at rather
an oblique angle, on r. of shaft. Thir- (1)–(4) stand in St Margaret’s Chapel (on the
teenth century. south of the south aisle of the nave); unfortu-

nately they have been whitewashed over, so
Slabs (11)–(13) are illustrated, along with (1), their stone type cannot be ascertained. Most of
(2), (4) and (5) as pencil and wash drawings at the slabs, and others now lost, were drawn by
one quarter scale, in the Newcastle Society of C. C. Hodges in the late nineteenth century
Antiquaries Library Scrapbook (MS R. An. (Hodges n.d.).
65; page refs. below are to this work):

(1) Tapering slab, carved in relief within a
(11) (p.54) Two pieces of slab with incised raised border. Eight-armed cross with

design. Simple cross with fleur-de-lys ter- fleur-de-lys terminals, rising from a tre-
minals, with knife on l. and sword on foil-arched base, with a sword on the r.
r. ?Fourteenth century. and a pick and a hammer on the l. A

single very small leaf springs from the r.
(12) (p.56) Two pieces of incised slab. Cross side of the shaft. Above the cross head is

with simple trefoil terminals, chalice on a trefoiled recess in which the head of a
shaft and semicircular arch base. ?Thir- bearded man is carved, and beneath the
teenth century. cross base is a second trefoiled arch in

which his feet are shown, both at far too
small a scale. A semi-effigial slab, a mem-(13) (p.55) Several pieces of an incised slab.
ber of a rather rare but widespreadCross with bracelet head and clustered
group. Fourteenth century.terminals, rising from multi-stepped

base; chalice on l. of shaft. Later thir-
teenth century. (2) Slab considered by Hodges (1887,

131–2) as ‘by far the finest and most
perfect of all the remaining medieval(14) Fragment of the head of a cross with

fleur-de-lys terminals, the leaves turned sepulchral slabs in Newcastle’; found in
June 1886, along with slab (18) re-usedup at the tip, with what may be the loop

of a pair of shears on the l. of the cross. in the base of a buttress on the south side
of the choir. Design, carved in highA sketch of this in the Hodges collection

(Hodges n.d.) is labelled ‘found Mar 29 relief, of bracelet cross with clustered
terminals in the form of five-lobed1844’. A rubbing of the same stone,
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leaves; similar leaves, in pairs, spring and, on the l., what may be a, a helmet
and a shield bearing a Gothic letter ‘R’.from the sides of the cross shaft; some

details are obscured by whitewash. (Hodges n.d., drawing ‘N’.)The helmet
and shield look fourteenth or fifteenthHodges’ published drawing (1887, 131)

shows the base with a drooping pair of century; might the slab itself be earlier
although the hollow-chamfered edgeleaves, but the version in his notebook

(Hodges n.d.) is quite different. On the again looks later medieval?
l. of the cross are a pair of shears and a

(8) Head of an incised slab of sandstone.clasped book – an unusual combination
Bracelet cross with cross-bands within aof emblems, which Hodges points out
circle. (Hodges n.d., drawing ‘G’.) Lateare seen again on double slabs at Chol-
twelfth or early thirteenth centurylerton (Ryder 2000, 59) and East

Harlsey (North Yorkshire). c.1250.
(9) Head of an incised brown sandstone

slab; rather badly-drawn bracelet cross(3) Small incised slab with simple cross with
with cross-bars, and pommel of swordfleur-de-lys terminals rising from a
below on r. of shaft. Late twelfth or earlystepped base; traces of an emblem, per-
thirteenth century.haps a sword, on the r. ?Fourteenth

century.
(10) Fragment of the head of a relief-carved

sandstone slab. Cross with lenticular(4) Tapering slab with incised design. Brace-
arms and a diagonally-set shoot with alet cross, with cross bands, within a
discoidal terminal between; Hodgescircle, single-step base; on the r. of the
(n.d., drawing ‘K’) shows this in muchcross a sword, on the l. an emblem not
better condition. Date uncertain.immediately recognisable. Late twelfth

or thirteenth century.
(11) One end of a slab with an incised design

of a pair of fronds or branches. A pecu-Stones (5)–(15), when drawn in 1986, lay in
liar piece. Date uncertain.the tomb recesses in the south aisle wall; they

have since been removed to a store in a vault (12) Fragment of sandstone slab with anbeneath the south transept: incised cross shaft. Date uncertain.

(5) Part of the head of an incised sandstone (13) Head of incised sandstone slab; simple
slab, with four bracelets, unusually set splay-armed cross. (Hodges n.d., draw-
on the lines of the cross arms, rather ing ‘F’.) ?Twelfth century.
than diagonally between them. Hodges
notebook (Hodges n.d., drawing ‘H’) (14) Fragment of a slab of fine-grained sand-
shows this rather more complete. Late stone with an incised sword, carrying
twelfth or early thirteenth century. cross-hatching on the pommel and

down-curved quillons. (Hodges n.d.,
(6) Sandstone fragment with incised cross drawing ‘I’). Date uncertain.

shaft, clasped book and a letter or two
of an inscription. (Hodges n.d., drawing (15) Central section of a sandstone slab bear-
‘M’.) Date uncertain. ing only an incised sword on its l. side.

Hodges’ notebook drawing ‘E’. Date
(7) Lower part of sandstone slab with uncertain.

incised design. Cross shaft rising from
semicircular arch base (a local type), (16) Slab in base of the western of the three

intact tomb recesses in the south wall ofwith one quillon of a sword on the r.
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the south aisle. A double slab of brown (21) Upper part of slab; cross botonee with
trefoil terminals. A sketch of whatsandstone, its surface decaying. Incised

design except for the cross-heads which appears to be this stone appears in Rowe
(1879–82, III, 121), labelled ‘Vicarageare carved in relief within sunk circular

panels. Straight-armed crosses with garden, Gateshead Fell’. Thirteenth
century.fleur-de-lys terminals (that of the r. hand

cross with much larger terminals). The
l. cross has a pair of shears on its l. side (22) Fragment with incised fleur-de-lys,
and a stepped base; most of r. cross is either one terminal of a cross, or perhaps
hidden. Perhaps thirteenth century. its base. Perhaps thirteenth century.

(23) In the Joint Museum of Antiquities col-(17) Small fragment of an incised sandstone
lection are two fragments of an incisedslab now built into the internal face of
limestone slab, ascribed in Hodges’ note-the south wall of the south transept,
book (Hodges n.d.) to St Nicholas.1.5m above the floor and 1.5m from the
There are traces of a black letter inscrip-east end. Slender incised cross with a
tion and a central design that looks moretriangular terminal to one limb visible.
like an ornate chalice than a cross. LateDate uncertain.
medieval, perhaps fifteenth century.

(18) Slab, now lost, which was found in June,
1886 along with (2). Incised design; Newcastle (exact provenance unknown)
cross with fleur-de-lys terminals rising

(1) Slab, labelled ‘lost’ and ‘Dr Charlton’sfrom stepped base, with key on
MS p.243’ in Hodges (n.d.). Incisedr. Hodges dated this to c. 1300.
design showing cross with fleur-de-lys
terminals to upper and lateral limbs

(19) Slab now lost, drawn by Hodges (n.d., only, rising from stepped ‘tiered’ base,
drawing ‘T’ – with annotated initials where the horizontal lines of the steps
‘WHDL’ – is this from a drawing or are continued across the full width of the
rubbing by William Hylton Dyer Long- base; emblem on l. not immediately
staffe?). A note on another page of his recognisable. Both head and base form
notebook refers to slabs ‘T’ and ‘U’ are ‘late’. ?Fifteenth century.
being ‘in church floor’. Relief carved
design; simple cross with slightly splayed (2) Small unprovenanced sandstone slab,
arms and base. Late eleventh or twelfth with relief design set within a raised and
century. moulded border. Four-circle cross with

fleur-de-lys springing from the shaft and
Slabs (20), (21) and (22) are known from a trefoil-arched base; shears on l. and
Hodges’ notebook (Hodges n.d., drawings ‘V’. key on r. In the Joint Museum of
‘W’ and ‘X’) and annotated notes suggest that Antiquities collection. Probably mid
these are his ‘3 slabs at Sheriff Hill’. He labels thirteenth century.
them ‘in private possession. found in north wall
1837’. Their present location is unknown:

Newminster Abbey

The Cistercian Newminster Abbey was(20) Upper part of slab, apparently incised,
with a rather elegant and unusual cross founded in 1137 or 1138. Excavations were

carried out in the 1930s but were never properlywith a cluster of trefoils at its centre and
trefoiled buds between long leaves. published. Quite a number of cross slabs found;

some may have been re-buried, but others were?Thirteenth century.
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removed into a museum in a hut or outbuilding stepped base, with chalice on l. of shaft
and open book on r. Perhaps thirteenthTheir present whereabouts is unknown, and

such records as exist are rather inadequate. The century.
accompanying drawings are intended to be at a
scale of 1:20. However, as all the slabs have had (7) Damaged slab, ‘shattered as if by a fall
to be redrawn from photographs or other draw- of heavy masonry from above’ with chal-
ings, this can only be approximate for many of ice and a disc-like object, probably a
them. paten, above. Date uncertain.

Slabs (1)–(4) are re-drawn from pencil
sketches, with appended measurements, made (8) One of a row of four graves uncovered
on 30th July 1881 (Blair n.d., II, 254); they are ‘on the north side of the church near its
simply labelled ‘at Newminster Abbey’. The eastern extremity’ included a coped slab
same four slabs are drawn by Rowe (1879–82, with a deeply-incised sword on one face
IV, 60, 62, 104, 104): (Oswald 1915, 138). Date uncertain.

(1) Incised slab carrying a plain cross with (9) Slab, apparently another of the abovepointed ends to limbs, rising from group, with an incised design showing astepped base of slightly unusual form. cross with fleur-de-lys terminals flankedDate uncertain. by a sword on the r. and a second
emblem ‘an object like a golf club’ on the(2) Slab with large incised sword set cent- l. This might possibly be intended to rep-rally, with a worn line of black-letter resent the stole of an acolyte (pers.inscription at the top. Date uncertain. comm. L. A. S. Butler) or perhaps a
trumpet. It occurs again on two slabs at(3) Incised slab carrying a cross pate in ring Woodhorn, at Lanchester in Durham, at(with arms extended beyond ring) rising Dewsbury in West Yorkshire (Ryderfrom stepped base, with sword on 1991, 65) and on several slabs in Southr. Rowe’s drawing shows faint traces of Yorkshire. A better photograph of thisan inscription on the l. side of this slab. slab is given by Hunter Blair (1929, 95).?Twelfth century. ?Fourteenth century.

(4) Incised slab, cross crosslet rising from
(10) Slab found in the north transept. Reliefstepped base. Date uncertain.

design with bracelets cross rising from
stepped base, sword on r. and shieldSlabs (5)–(7) were part of a series of seven in
overlying shaft. Incised marginalsitu covers found on a row of eight coffins,
inscription:discovered outside the east end of the church.

These three were lifted; of the others, one ‘much
HIC : IA(CET) : (J )OHANNE(S) :defaced had traces of an elaborate cross with

. . .ROYS : LORAIN : CVI : ANOIMA :wheel shaped head and an inscription of which
REQIESCAT : I ; PACE ; SAME(N).only a few letters appeared to be decipherable’.

Drawings are given in Oswald (1915, 104):
It is suggested that the lettering on this

(5) Plain slab with chamfered edge, 1.68m slab may have been secondary. The
by 0.62m by 0.36m. Date uncertain. inscription is largely omitted on the
(Not illustrated.) drawing, as it is not clearly visible on the

oblique photograph from which the
illustration is here taken. Thirteenth(6) Incised slab; straight-armed cross with

simple fleur-de-lys terminals rising from century.
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Slabs (11) and (12) are described, and illus- (4) Lower part of a sandstone slab with roll-
moulded edges and incised design.trated by means of oblique photographs, by

Hunter Blair (1929, 94–97). Sword blade on l. and cross shaft with
single-step base to r. One or two letters
of an inscription seem to be traceable on(11) Slab found in the north walk of the
the l. ?Twelfth century.cloister. Broad chamfered edge; at head

a broad heater-shaped shield charged
with three corbies (ravens) with below a (5) Small tapered sandstone slab with cham-
broad heavy sword with sloping quillons fered edges, plain. Date uncertain.
and a round pommel. Date uncertain.

(6) One end of a small coped sandstone slab,
(12) Incised slab, with a bracelet cross, its very worn; no design traceable except

head unusually small, rising from a for the incised borders to the panels on
stepped base. Inscription ‘in fine Lom- each sloping face, and on the end.
bardic script’, of an ornamental type but ?Twelfth century.
of irregular size:

Ponteland (St Mary)HIC . IACET . DNA . DE . STANTON
+ JVANA CORBET (1) Slab of sandstone, now acting as internal

lintel of central of three lancets inIdentified as the grave slab of Joan north gable of north transept. TheCorbet, lady of Stanton; it is assumed only motif on the stone appears to be thethat the slab alongside is that of her faint outline of an incised pair of shears.husband, Sir Walter. He died around Only rough sketch possible. Date uncer-1293, she c. 1300. tain. (Size and illustration scale
approximate.)

North Gosforth
(2) Tapering slab with chamfered edges,Several slabs lie outside the east end of the

mostly covered with plaster, set assmall medieval church of North Gosforth, now
internal lintel of north door; faint tracesreduced to its footings:
of stepped base of incised cross. Date
uncertain.(1) Slab of coarse-grained sandstone,

broken in two; its top end comes to a
(3) Slab of fawn medium-grained sand-shallow point. Incised design showing a

stone, set as lintel of opening from ring-bracelet cross head, with (instead of a
ing chamber into nave roof. Decorationshaft) a large sword running the length
consists of an incised cross shaft andof the slab. Probably later twelfth
traces of possible shears to l. Datecentury.
uncertain.

(2) Large sandstone slab, cracked into two,
(4) Slab of decaying yellowish sandstone,with a roll-moulded edge. The faintest

now acting as the inner lintel of thehints of a round-leaf bracelet cross-head
opening from ringing chamber into navecan be traced. Late twelfth or early thir-
roof; traces of incised cross shaft. Dateteenth century.
uncertain.

(3) Small slab of coarse-grained sandstone
with incised design of a splay-armed (5) Slab, now worn, of sandstone set as

internal lintel of eastern belfry opening;cross. ?Twelfth century.
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incised cross shaft and probable sword (2) Slab with relief design on brown sand-
stone; Latin cross with cup terminalson r. Date uncertain.
and a petalled rosette at its centre – a
highly unusual form reminiscent of some(6) Small slab with relief-carved cross set
Celtic types; was the medieval masonwithin a slightly-arched panel, now built
copying some much earlier monuments?into the internal face of the south wall of
Sword on r. and axe on l. of shaft.the tower, just west of the window in the
?Twelfth century.lower stage. Cramp (1984, 217) identifies

this as a grave-marker of the tenth
(3) Complete small slab of brown sandstonecentury.

with marginal roll moulding inside
chamfer. Cross roughly carved in relief(7) Slab, with incised design on sandstone,
with incised emblems: sword on r. andre-used as one of the inclined lintels of
shield with cross patee on l. Thirteenththe rear arch of the west window of the
or fourteenth century.south aisle. Cross pate, perhaps with

some emblem overlying shaft though
(4) Slab with incised design on fawn sand-difficult to see properly. Only rough

stone with ‘Celtic’ cross similar to (2);sketch possible. Date uncertain. (Size
sword on r. ?Twelfth century.and illustration scale approximate.)

(5) Fragment of brown sandstone slab with(8) Slab of buff sandstone, re-used in the
an eight-armed bracelet-derivativeruined Vicar’s Pele to the south-west of
cross-head carved in relief within a sunkthe church, in the west jamb of a blocked
circle; fleur-de-lys terminals, cross barsdoorway, its sill 1.5m above ground level
and petalled rosette at head centre. Latein the north wall. Incised design of splay-
thirteenth century.armed cross within a circle. ?Twelfth

century.
(6) Base of brown sandstone slab, perhaps

the same as (5). Two-step calvary with
Stannington (St Mary) sword blade on the r. Lombardic inscrip-

tion running along cross shaft:When Stannington parish church was rebuilt in
1871 ten medieval cross slabs and slab frag-

‘. . . FUIT DOMINUS / DE. . .’ments were re-set in the floor of the new tower,
along with a late medieval limestone slab with

Date uncertain.a marginal inscription, and several old ledger
stones. When last visited (March 2001) the

(7) Head of slab of fawn sandstone withstones were actively decaying, perhaps due to
incised decoration of a Greek cross withthe proximity of heating pipes; some conserva-
fleur-de-lys terminals. Fourteenth or fif-tion treatment is urgently required. Slab (11)
teenth century.stands outside against the south wall of the

south aisle.
(8) Head of slab of brown sandstone; cross

with simple ball terminals. Date(1) Slab with relief design on brown sand-
uncertain.stone. Head terminals of rough fleur-de-

lys form with the leaves extended so as
to form a circle. Disc on cross shaft with (9) Fragment of incised slab of light buff

sandstone with cross shaft (with tracessword on r. and key (?) on l. Probably
late twelfth century. of inscription) flanked by chalice on
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l. and clasped book on r. Presumably a might be part of a stepped base to the
l. hand cross, but not enough is visiblepriest’s monument. Date uncertain.
to be really certain. Probably later thir-
teenth century.(10) Head of an incised slab of light brown

sandstone with a round-leaf bracelet
cross-head, rather irregularly laid out. (3) Fragment of a large slab (c. 0.9m square)
Early thirteenth century. of whitish sandstone re-used in the foot-

ings of the cross wall in the nave,
between the third and fourth bays, and(11) Slab of coarse buff sandstone with head
c. 1m south of the northern pier. All thatand base cut away, perhaps as an
is visible is part of an incised cross shaftadaptation for later re-use (as a head-
with what might be a letter ‘O’ on the r.,stone?). Incised design of cross shaft
with possible fragments of a head design,with lower terminal (?) of head at top,
although the stone is so weathered it isand sword on r. The date 1519, in Arabic
difficult to be sure. Detailed inspectionnumerals, is incised in the top of the
with low-level lighting might be helpfulstone, and may date its re-use.
here. Date uncertain.

To the west of (11) lies a massive medieval
stone coffin, 2.4m long by 0.88m wide at its (4) Slab of coarse-grained orange sand-

stone, broken into two pieces, now lyinghead and 0.63m wide at its foot.
in the tomb recess on the north side of
the presbytery. High-relief design – aTynemouth Priory cross with a central disc and short trap-
ezoidal arms, with the shaft ending,(1) Upper half of a tapering slab of coarse-
without any base, just short of the bot-grained pinkish sandstone, with its
tom edge of the stone. In both form anddesign carved in very high relief, and
execution this looks quite an archaicrelatively well preserved, set beneath the
piece. Eleventh or early twelfth century.fourth bay (from the west) of the south

arcade of the nave. Round-leaf bracelet
cross with a disc near the top of the shaft, (5) Tapering slab of orange sandstone,

broken into two pieces, now lying in theand a second disc a little lower down.
Probably thirteenth century. tomb recess corresponding to (4) on the

south of the presbytery. Erosion has now
erased all trace of the design, except for(2) Part of a slab of fawn sandstone, with an
possible hints of the l. part of the head.incised design in a corresponding posi-
Fortunately, Carr (1904, 126, Fig. 4)tion to (1) in the fifth bay. This appears
gives a drawing of this stone when into have been a double slab – i.e. with two
rather better condition, stating that itfull-size crosses; what is visible is the
had been ‘much the finest grave coverupper part of the shaft of the l. hand
within the priory’; it is this drawingcross, which seems to have had an eight-
which is reproduced here. The designterminal ring head with, to its r., a sword.
appears to have been carved in relief,Only a portion of the head of the r. hand
and was of a round-leaf bracelet cross,cross is visible (probably of similar
with cross bars on the arms, the wholeform), this side of the stone having been
being enclosed within a circle. Thir-cut away (perhaps when the slab was re-
teenth century.used as a flagstone). It is not clear

whether what is now a detached stone at
the base of the slab was originally part Slabs (6) and (7) are incorporated in the foot-

ings of the south wall of the Lady Chapel; theof it; it has some slight markings which
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wall is of fourteenth-century date, which gives excavations made by the government;
the mortar then clinging to the stonea terminus post quem for the re-used stones. At

least two other slabs in the footings are of showed that it had been used as building
material. From what little can be seen oftapering shape, and are apparently grave slabs,

but now show no indication of any design. Both the cross-head it appears that the slab
may have been of straight-armed typeof the slabs which retain carving are of fawn

sandstone and are set north-south. with fleur-de-lys terminals, a fourteenth
or fifteenth century form.

(6) The western of the two slabs carries a
pair of shears and, to the r., a small key. (11) Fragment of a slab of brown sandstone

bearing the incised inscription ‘+The stone is broken in two, through the
carving, and both base and head are IOHS:. . .’Date uncertain.
further damaged, although it seems
unlikely any carved elements have been (12) Part of an incised slab, ascribed by
lost. Date uncertain. Hodges’ notebook (Hodges n.d.) to

Tynemouth, now in the Joint Museum
of Antiquities. Cross shaft with key on(7) Slab with very similar design to (6),

except that both the shears and key are l. and shears on r.; below these are what
appear to be a pair of birds. Birds appearof similar size; the slab is similarly

broken into two. Date uncertain. on seven County Durham slabs; their
symbolism remains obscure (Ryder
1985, 33). Date uncertain.(8) Slightly-tapered sandstone slab re-used

in the footings of the east wall of the
warming house; incised cross shaft and Whalton (St Mary Magdalene)remains of stepped base. Date uncertain.

Slabs (1)–(5) are in and around the parish
church of St Mary Magdalene:Slabs (9)–(11) are now kept, along with other

carved stones, in the Prior’s Chapel:
(1) Complete slab of fine-grained buff sand-

stone now lying in south aisle tomb(9) Small tapered slab of orange/yellow
recess. Cross with bracelet head risingsandstone; the right-hand part of the
from three-step calvary base, incisedhead, which Carr (1904) shows as a sep-
except for sunken panels at head andarate fragment, is now missing. Round-
flanking base. For some reason theleaf bracelet cross, laid in a rather irregu-
design only occupies the upper twolar manner with cross bars (cf (4)), with
thirds of the stone. Steeply chamferedan odd forked base to the shaft; the cross
edge. Probably late twelfth century.is carved in relief but the short sword on

the r. of shaft is incised. Late twelfth or
early thirteenth century (2) Small slab of coarse-grained sandstone

fixed to external face of south wall of
south aisle. Incised design of splay-(10) Large fragment of the central part of a
armed cross rising from three-step cal-tapered slab of orange/yellow sandstone.
vary with shears on l. of shaft. DateIncised design; cross shaft with remains
uncertain.of the lower terminal of the cross head;

sword on l. of shaft. Carr (1904, 128–30)
states that this slab was found in Febru- (3) Small slab of coarse-grained sandstone

similar to, and set alongside (2); its onlyary 1896 on the south side of the largest
magazine within the castle walls, about design is an incised sword or dagger set

l. of centre. Date uncertain.a foot below the surface, during the
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(4) Part of a sandstone slab re-used as the it is difficult to interpret, and is here
reproduced as given. From the mannerinternal lintel of the west window of the

north aisle. Incised cross shaft only. in which one side is shown as cut away it
would appear that the stone, perhapsDate uncertain.
broken into two pieces, had been re-used
as the lintel of a segmental-headed open-(5) Part of a slab of coarse-grained sand-
ing. Cross with fleur-de-lys terminals,stone or grit set into the external face of
three-step calvary base, and sword onthe north wall of the Ogle Chapel 2m
r. Probably fourteenth century.above ground level, close to the east end.

Incised sword or dagger with a five-lobed
pommel of Scandinavian type. This was Widdrington (Holy Trinity)probably the sole emblem on a small slab
like (3). Thirteenth century? (1) Sandstone slab with incised design of

round-leaf bracelet cross, carved in relief
within sunk circle, with a small raisedSlabs (6)–(8) are built, along with some frag-
disc. at the centre of each bracelet. Onments of fourteenth-century window tracery,
l. of shaft is a sword with down-curvedinto a wall on the west side of the garden of a
quillons and a round pommel. Re-usedmodern bungalow opposite the east part of the
as the internal lintel of the north door ofManor House. The window tracery and slabs
the vestry; doorway and slab were re-set(6) and (7) were sketched in 1896 by Blair (n.d.,
from the chancel wall in the late nine-XIII, 141) when they are described as being
teenth century. Probably c.1200.‘built into rectory garden wall’. They have

probably been moved since then (their present
position is some distance from the former rect- (2) Small slab now forming the sill of the
ory), probably when Lutyens remodelled the western of two sepulchral recesses in the
Manor House and other buildings early in the north wall of the chancel. Roughly-
present century: incised cross crosslet with possible traces

of some sort of emblem on l. of shaft.
Date uncertain.(6) Narrow sandstone slab with plain cross,

carved in relief, the base worn away.
Date uncertain. Woodhorn (St Mary)

(7) Worn sandstone slab with sunk cross This redundant church has a good collection of
pate in circle, the lenticular segments slabs, although the provenance of some is
between the cross arms projecting bey- uncertain as they may have been brought in
ond the circle; two pairs of curling fleur- when the building functioned as a museum. At
de-lys leaves flank the cross shaft. Base the time of survey (January 2001) the loose
missing. The cross head form suggests a stones were being removed from the building,
later twelfth century date. those of local origin to be stored at the Wood-

horn Colliery Museum, and others being
returned to the Joint Museum of Antiquities.(8) Small sandstone slab of similar dimen-
(1)–(6) form part of a display of sculpturedsions to (2) and (3), with incised shears
stones in the chancel:to l. and what is probably a key to

r. Date uncertain.
(1) Relief-carved slab of fine-grained buff

sandstone. Cross-crosslet on cable-(9) Slab drawn by Blair (n.d., VIII, 22) in
1891 which cannot now be located. The moulded shaft rising from arched base

with a splay-armed cross beneath.drawing is adjacent to others of Whalton
church but is not specifically so labelled; Although Coatsworth (1981, 30, 31)
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suggests that this slab and the similar Cross-head made up of a ring of eight
circles, with pointed buds between, and(13) may be fourteenth-century work,

the use of cable moulding and the a pair of shoots with drooping fleur-de-
lys springing from the top of the shaft.absence of any later medieval motif

make a twelfth-century date seem more Probably twelfth century.
reasonable. Twelfth century.

(8) Part of incised slab of similar sandstone
(2) Incised slab of fine-grained buff sand- to (7). Bracelet cross head with cross

stone; cross with discoidal terminals; bands; sword on r. of shaft and the upper
sword on r. of shaft and base missing. part of an unidentified emblem (cf (12)
Coatsworth (1981, 330) states that this and Newminster Abbey (9)) on the
is an unprovenanced piece brought from l. Late twelfth or early thirteenth
the Society of Antiquaries collection in century.
the Keep at Newcastle, but Wilson
(1870, pl. facing 180) illustrates it with (9) Discoidal sandstone headstone built into
the other Woodhorn monuments. the west wall of the nave above and to
?Twelfth century. the l. of the tower arch. Relief carving of

splay-armed cross. Twelfth century or
(3) Round-headed headstone or grave- earlier. (Size and illustration scale

marker, of yellowish sandstone, with approximate.)
splay-armed cross (both faces similar).
Cramp (1984, 257) dates this to the elev- (10) Small round-topped sandstone grave-
enth century. marker, set above (9) and with a similar

cross. Twelfth century or earlier. (Size
(4) Headstone with moulded edge and small and illustration scale approximate.)

sunk Latin cross, of grey sandstone.
Cramp (1984, 257) considers its date (11) Headstone of sandstone lying loose in
‘uncertain’. south porch. A clumsy version of the

same type as (5). Twelfth century or
(5) Headstone or possibly free-standing earlier.

cross, with splayed arms and sunk span-
drels. Medium-grained brown sand- (12) Complete sandstone slab built into
stone. Cramp (1984, 257) dates this to internal face of west wall of porch.
the second half of the eleventh century. Incised design except for sunk panels in

cross head; bracelet cross with disc at
(6) Upper part of an incised slab of buff centre, rising from stepped base. On the

sandstone. Found locally; this may well l. an unidentified emblem with an angled
be the slab found in the 1980s at top and a splayed base, perhaps an aco-
Cresswell. Cross with simple fleur-de-lys lyte’s stole or a trumpet (see comments
terminals, the leaf indicated by a single on Newminster Abbey (9)). Illustrated
incised line. Sword pommel on l. of shaft and discussed by Charlton (1848, facing
and the beginning of a curved emblem, 257), Boutell (1849, 99) and Cutts
perhaps a bow, on the r. Date uncertain. (1849, pl. XLIV ). Probably late twelfth

century.
Slabs (7) and (8) are now built into the screen
wall between the nave and the base of the tower: (13) Complete slab with relief design on sand-

stone, set in internal face of east wall of
porch. Small cross-crosslet on long(7) Upper part of slab carved in relief on

medium-grained grey/buff sandstone. cable-moulded shaft rising from arched
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base, and a small sword or dagger placed In the chancel there is also a slab from Kirkhill
Chapel Site (Hepple), which will be included inhorizontally above the cross-head. This

slab has obvious affinities to (1). Illus- the third paper of this series which covers
northern Northumberland.trated by Boutell (1849, 82). Probably

twelfth century.
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Fig. 1 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs.
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Fig. 2 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 3 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 4 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 5 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 6 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 7 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 8 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 9 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 10 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 11 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs.
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Fig. 12 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 13 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 14 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 15 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 16 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 17 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 18 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 19 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 20 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 21 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs.
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Fig. 22 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 23 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 24 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 25 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 26 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 27 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 28 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 29 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 30 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 31 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs.
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Fig. 32 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.
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Fig. 33 Newcastle and South East Northumberland cross slabs, cont.




